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Committee Name: Lecturers and Clinical Rank Faculty Promotion
Committee Chair Name: Edward Liechty, MD
Committee Chair Email: eliecht@iu.edu
Meeting Frequency: Twice a year on Thursday, all day

What is the mission of your committee? (100 words)
Committee members are to be familiar with school and campus promotion requirements, to be
prepared to review 20 to 60 faculty dossiers and to serve as primary or secondary reviewers for
the dossiers assigned to them by the committee chair. Dossier review includes a written review
and a presentation to the committee. Following the presentation, a vote for promotion takes
place. Both primary and secondary reviewers then submit their reviews with comments from the
committee so the committee chair can write a formal letter for the dossier.
What has your committee accomplished this year? (250 words)
Twenty-seven dossiers were submitted and reviewed. Twenty-six candidates were approved for
promotion with one candidate denied.
In addition, fifty-eight invitations were made to clinical track and lecturer faculty offering a
preliminary mini review. One faculty member submitted material and received feedback.
Five faculty were recommended for promotion to Clinical Professor, Twelve to Associate
Clinical Professor, one part-time to Clinical Associate Professor, and 1 full time affiliate to
Clinical Professor.
Four faculty from regional campus’ were voted to Adjunct Clinical Associate Professor, while
three volunteer clinical faculty were reviewed and approved for promotion, one to Volunteer
Clinical Professor and two as Volunteer Clinical Associate Professor.
In terms of diversity and ethnicity of these faculty recommended for promotion, six are female,
five are Asian, and one is African American.

What goals does your committee have for the next academic year? How can the Faculty
Steering Committee help you to accomplish those goals? (150 words)
No new goals discussed for the upcoming year.

